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I. Introduction
Throughout this paper, spaces are simply connected topological spaces with 
base points and have the homotopy types of CT7-complexes: ; -^ad (X; Zi, •••, 
Xn-2 , Xo) is homotopy equivalent to a CW-n-did ( W ; Wi, •••, Wn-2 , Wq) where Xq 
and Wq are base points. The fiber space is the one in the sence of Serre.
We shall say that the space X  satisfies the condition iAp^g) if the homotopy 
groups TT,-(X) of X  vanish for i<^p and i^ q .
Let X be a space and Ay B be subspaces of X  Denote by i2(X; A, B) the 
space of all paths in X  starting in A and ending in B, and by ttq , tti the natural pro­
jections i2(X; A, Ay J2(X; A, B)-^B respectively. We write LX =  ^ ( X ; Xo, X) 
and S2X =S^{X; Xq, Xo) ; LX  is the path space of X  and S2X is the loop space 
of X
Let Xy Y  be two spaces. Denote by 7t(X, F ) the set of homotopy classes of 
continuous maps / :  (X, Xo)-  ^(F, yo). It is known th a t :
(1.1) h: (X; Ay Xo)^(Y; By yo) is a homotopy equivalence if fe : 7r,*(X)-> 
TTjf(F), (hlA i^i :^ Tti(A)-^Tti(B) are isomorphism for each i > 0  [4].
(1.2) (L X ; QXy *) has the homotopy type of a CTF-triad where * is the 
constant loop. Also (Q(E\ ^o, F)\ LF, ^) has the homotopy type of a CTf- 
tetrad [5].
(1.3) If X satisfies the condition (Ap^2p-2) for some py there exists a space 
Xo such that X has the homotopy type of S2Xo [5], [9]: Such a space Xo will 
be denoted by JQ~^(X),
(1.4) If X, Y  satisfy the conditions (Ap^g), (Ar,2p-2) respectively for some 
integers (pyQyr)y Tt(Xy Y )  forms an abelian group, natural with respect to maps 
X-^X^ Y -^ Y \  Also there is the natural isomorphism S2: Tt(Xy Y)-^Tt(QXy QY) 
[5], [9 ]: We shall denote its inverse isomorphism by
Under the basic references of (1 . 1 ) '^ ( 1.4) we shall show in this paper the 
following:
(1) Let (^=(Ey py By F) be a fiber space such that all of Ey By F satisfy 
the condition (Ap^zp-^) for an integer p. Then there is a class a^it(By Q~' F^) 
such that the equivalence class of the fiber space ^  is uniquely determined by 
the triple (ByFya), a  is called the characteristic class of
(2 ) Under the same assumptions above, the following sequence is exact
S2(i)^ Q(t))^ Q(a)^
n(QF, X) ^ 7T(i2F, X ) X ) ^  7t(F, X )
t)^
<----izQE, X ) X ) <----X )
where X  is a space such that 7t,(X)=0 for i '> 2p —3.
(3) Let (F, p, B ,F ) , Q F p",  F, FO be two fiber spaces such that all of F, B, 
F, F \ F "  satisfy the condition QAp^ p^-i) for an integer p. Let a ,^ 0.2 be their 
characteristic classes. Then there exists a diagram
F ' — >F^^— >F"
J '  U
F  — > E
J
B
if and only if = 0, where (F, F ), Q F '\ f \ F ,F ')  are equivalent with
( E ,p ,B ,F ) ,  (F ^  p'\ F, FO respectively and (E\ pp\ B, F 'O, QE\ p\ F , FO are 
also fiber spaces: Such a system is called the poly-fiber space,
(4) We shall construct some higher operations as the obstructions to lift 
maps f : X - > B  (base space of poly-fiber space) to I :  X -^ E  (total space of poly­
fiber space) : Some relations among operations induce the higher operations by 
constructing the appropriate poly-fiber spaces.
2. Preliminary
Let (F i, Pi, Bi, Fi), (F2, p2, B2, Fz) be two fiber spaces such that there exist 
homotopy equivalences hs: Bi-^Bz, B2-^Bi, Fi-^Fg, hpi Fz-^Fi, We have:
L e m m a  (2. 1). I f  there exists a map hE'- (Fi, Fi)-^(F2, F2) sucn that fe lF i 
— Hf : Fi-^Fz, HbPi^p2hE rel. Fi, then He is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof, Consider the diagram
---------------> 7T ,.+ i(5 i)---------------- TtiQ Fi)----------------- -> T liQ E i)-------------- -> T^iQBi)---------------- ->7T,-_i(Fi) - >
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hB^ QhE\Fi)^ hE-^ hB^ QhE\Fi)^
(p2j2)* S'2(/>2>n)  ^ ,_s 4* (.Pzjz)* ..QziPz*) ^------- 7T.-+i(B2) ---------- T^ i(Fz)--------- i^(Ez) ----------TTf(Sj)------------^ J^ i-iCFz) ■
where 4 : Fk~*Ek and Jk: CEk, e„k)-* (Ek, Fk) are the injections and dk'-' t^ (Ek, Fk) — 
^i-iQFk) is the boundary homomorphisms Qk=I, 2), Since fe/i=/2fe|Fi, HbPiJi^ 
p2j2hEy OzhE^= QhE\Fi)^di, the above diagram is commutative. Since hB ,^ (felFO^k 
are isomorphisms the five lemma shows that hE  ^ is an isomorphism. This to­
gether with (I. I) implies He: QEi, Fi)->(F2, F2) is a homotopy equivalence, q.e.d.
We shall say that fiber space ^i=QEi, pi, Bi, Fi) is equivalent to ^2=QE2,p2, 
Bz, Fz) if there exists a triple (fe , hB, hp) as above, and denote by QhE, hB, hr) :
=  Clearly, this is an equivalence relation.
Let TC ^ A, B; LX, ^X) be the set of homotopy classes of continuous maps
/ :  U , B, -  a x ,  QX,
where * are the base points. Define a map Tj by ^ ( / ) = / l ^ .  Then we have:
L e m m a  (2. 2). : n{A, B ; LX, QX) - t^c^B, QX) is 1-1 and onto.
Proof. Let g i : B-^QX  (/=O, I) denote the restrictions f i \B  of maps f i : {A, B) 
—>(LX, QX) and G : B x I-> Q X  be a homotopy between gi,
Define a map Foi A x  B x I LX  by
FoI^xO*) = / ,  (/ = 0 ,1), F o lB x r=  G,
Since LX  is contractible, we can extend Fq to a mdip F: A x I-> L X ,  which shows 
/ o ^ / i : (-A, 5) -> (LX, Hence is a monomorphism.
Let B-^QX  be a map. Since LX  is contractible there exists a homotopy 
G' : B x I-^ L X  between the map g and the constant map. Define a map H q. A x  ( I )  
^ B X I LX  by
H o\Ax(l)
we can extend Hq to a map H: A xI->LX ,  and we have a map 
/ =  F U x  (O) : ^A, B) -  (LX, i2X)
such that f \B = g ,  Hence is an epimorphism. q.e.d.
Let (iE, p, B, F) be a fiber space such that all of E, B, F satisfy the condition 
{Ap^2p-^  for an integer j??>2 . According to (1.3) there exist spaces E ,^ Bi, Fi 
such that E —QEi, B —QBi, F —QFi,
L e m m a  (2.3). Under the above condition there exists an appropriate fiber 
space ^Q= {_Eq, Pq, Bq, Fq) such that @=(E, p, B, F) is equivalent to Q(^o=(QEq, 
QpOy QBq , QFq).
Proof, Since 7t(E, B) — n{QEi, QB^ — n^Ei, Bi), there exists a map pi\ Ei-^Bi 
such that Q { p d h \^ h \p ,  where h\: E-^QEi, h\: B-^QBi are homotopy equival­
ences. Consider the mapping cylinder Mp^  of pi, and construct the space Q(Mp^; 
El, Mp^ as usual. Denote by Pq : Q{^Mp^; Ei, Mp^ Mp^  the map which associates 
the end point to any path. We have the fiber space (Eo, Pq, Bq, Fq), where 
Eo=Q(Mp^; El, Mp^), Fq = Q(Mp :^ Ei, )^ and Bq=M p ,^
In view of the property of the mapping cylinder Mp  ^ there exist homotopy 
equivalences h \:  Ei—>Eq and h%: Bi^ B q such that pQh\^h%pi,
Thus Q{pQ)-Q{h%)h\ — Q(^h%)Qipi)h'^E^^Oi^^)h\p, Denote i ? ( / z |) b y  hs'.B-^QBQ, 
From the covering homotopy property there exists a map hsiE-^QEQ such that 
hE ^ Q Q i\)h \  and Qi^p^hE^hsp^ Hence hE{F)czQFQ, and by the five lemma we 
have that Hr IF induces isomorphisms Tti(F)-^Ki(QFQ) for each i, q.e.d.
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3. Characteristic class
Let {E, p, By F) be a fiber space, and (LB, tti, B, QB) be the fiber space of 
paths. By (1.2) there exists a CW-thad (W; Wo, Wo) and there are homotopy 
equivalences h: Wq, Wo)-^(iLB\ QB,^), g: (LB; S2B, Wo, WoX such
that hg — lzB, gh — lw, where  ^ is the constant loop in B.
Consider the map h ':W x I-^ B  such that hXw, t) =h(w)(t) ,  w ^W ,
In view of the covering homotopy theorem, there exists a map F : IFx [—>E such 
that ph' = h' and h'(Wx(fi')^Wo'X.I)=eo, Then we have maps
q': (LB, *) — > (LR, *) , 
q =  q'\QB: S2B— > S2(E; eo, F)
such as q'(PB)(t)=h'(g(pB), t), Pb  ^LB,
Also let L(P) : LE-^LB be the map such that L(p)(pE)(t) ^P(PeQ)), p e ^LE, 
0 < ^ ^ 1 , and
P': 2 (E \  eo, F )-^ Q B , p^: Q E --Q B
be its restrictions. Then we have:
L e m m a  ( 3 . 1 ) .  p \ q  are homotopy equivalences ( r e l .  * ) ,  and the one o f  them is 
a homotopy inverse of the other.
Proof, Since (p'q)(pB)(t)=ph'(g(pB), t)=h'(g(pB), t) = (hg)(pB)(t), we have 
p'q = hg\QB^laB  (rel. >h). We shall next show that there exists a homotopy
qp' ~  Iqc^ :; f) • (Q (E ; 6q, F) X I, LFx /, ^ x I )  (S2(E; eo, F), LF, *) .
By (1.2), there exist a CTF-triad (V; Vo, Vo), a homotopy equivalence ho\ (V \  Fo, 
Vo)->(Q(E\ eoy F), LF, *), and its homotopy inverse o^-* (Q(E; Co, F), LF, *)-> 
(F ; Fe, e;o).
The above homotopy p'q^l^B  induces a map Q: V x I x I -^ B  such that
• p-ho (v) ( t )  i f  5 =  0 ,
Q(v, t ,s )  =  ^ P(Qp'ho) (v) (t) if S  = I ,
 ^ if  ^ = 0 , I, or z; € Fo.
In view of the covering homotopy theorem, we have a map Q: V x I x I -^ E  such 
that PQ = Q and
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Q(v, t, s) =
ho(v)(t) if 5 = 0 ,
(qp'ho) (v) (t) if S =  I ,
Co if t = O ,
ho(v)( t)  if v e V o ,  t ^ l - s ,
\ h o ( v ) ( l —s)  if V  ^ Vo, t y > l  — s .
Hence we have a homotopy H: hogo — qp'Kgo: Q(E; eo, F ) x  I-^Q (E; eo, F) such as 
H(p, s)(t) = Q(go(p), t, s) ,  p e Q ( E ;  eo, F) .
Since o^^ o— have the desired homotopy. q.e.d.
If we denote n^ q by / ,  in the diagram
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we have i f  i \  ^ and P i^q' — , since hg— lLS. Also we have:
L e m m a  (3.2). The homotopy class ^a^Tc{2B, F) of f  is uniquely determined hy 
the given fiber space ( £ ^ , F) ,  and
Proof, Consider two CTF-triads W l, wl), \ W%, Wq) and two maps
qiy q2 induced by respectively. From Lemma (3.1) we have qi^qip'qz — qz.
Hence the induced maps f i = T^ iqi and / 2=t^i^2 are homotopic. From f p^^Tt q^x p^ — iix 
and TTi(iQE)=eQ we have ^p^^a=Q, q.e.d.
L e m m a  (3.3). The fiber space S2F) is equivalent to the prin­
cipal fiber space (£^ , p, S2B, S2F) which is induced from the principal path fibering 
TTi: LF->F by the map f  above.
Proof, Since ^p=p'\QE, in view of Lemma (3.1) there exists a homotopy
H,: (JQExI, JQFxI)-^(S2(E; o^, F), LF')
between the inclusion map E C l (E; eo, F) and the composition map q p^. 
Define a map ^ E L F  such as
=TtiHi(O)E, O (jOe ^^E, O ^  ^  I .
From the construction of Hi (Lemma 3.1), it is easily verified that t^f I^F: JQF-  ^
QF is homotopic to the map o)f ^^F  and f^p=rc{riF, Hence we have a
map QEE=^i(O)B, pF')\(i^B^QB, p f ^LF, fo)B=7 i^PF)
such as = Qp(^ O)E), for any we^S2E,
According to Lemma (2.1) we have
(o?, T^ F, i):  ^  {E, p, QB, QF)
where i: QB-^ QB is the identity map. q.e.d.
L e m m a  (3.4). Let ^i= (Ei, pi, Bi, Fi), (E2 , Pz^  Bz, Fz) he two fiber spaces 
each o f  which induces the homotopy class a^i o f  f i  \ QBi^Fi respectively ( /= 1 , 2 ). 
We make an assumption that there are homotopy equivalences hn: Bi-^Bz, Hf • Fi-^ Fz. 
I f  there exists a map hE‘. Ei ->Ez such that Qie, hn, Hf)'- then Q{}ib)'^ o^Lz
^hF-^ o^ii, Conversely, i f  QQiB)'^^ oL2 = hF^ o^ii then =
Proof. Define a map h: Q{,Ei \ e^ i, F^ —>Q{Ez \ 602, Fz) as h{p)(t)=hE{_p(t)']
then it is obvious that
p' h^ — QQiB^Pi , hFT^ iQi — hn^q^
where pi\  ^{E i\ F i ) £2Bi and Qii ^Bi-^Q{Ei, e i^, Fi) are the homotopy 
equivalences (Lemma 3.1) and ^iq i=Z i ,  Thus
hpf i  =  hpT i^qi — hn^qi =  i zMi  — ’^ iQiPzhqi =  f z p ' i h q i ^  f2 ^ ( J iB )p [q i^  f2^QiB)  .
Coversely, if / 2^ 0 1 3 ) —hpfi there exists a map i7 i: QBiXl-^F 2 such as
f2^{hB)o) if t = l ,
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hpfiO^  if if == O .
Consider the two principal fiber spaces Ei = Pi) \cOi^QBi, Pi^LFi, fiO)i = 7z^ pi} 
i= l .  2. in (3. 3). Define a map 75»: Ei-^E2 by pi) =  (0)2 , P2) where (O2= (hs)(Oi 
and
I hFPi(2f) if
P2it) =  ^ ^
\ H , ( w „ 2 t - D  if
Now the proof is due to Lemmas (2.1), (3.3). q.e.d.
If all of E, By F satisfy the condition (Ap^2p-s) for some integer ^ > 2 , we 
have the natural isomorphism
i? - ': 7z(S2B, F ) ----> 7T(i5, Fo)
where Fq=S2~^(F), (see (1.3)). We shall denote the image of by
and call it the characteristic class of the fiber space ^=(^E, p, B, F), The follow­
ing theorem justifies the terminology.
T h e o r e m  (3.5). The equivalent class of the fiber space {E, p, B, F) is 
uniquely determined by the characteristic class a ; i.e. a) ^  is equivalent to the 
principal fiber space which is induced from the principal path fibering L F q F o  
by a representative map foi B-^Fo of the characteristic class a;  b) i f  (/ = 1 , 2 ) 
are the characteristic classes of the fiber spaces ^ i=  {Ei, pi, Bi, Fi) (/ = 1 , 2 ) and i f  
there exist homotopy equivalences hs'. Bi->B2 , hpo' Foi-^F02 with Fo^  = (F/), then 
and (^2 Cire equivalent i f  and only i f  /z5 * ^ 2  = ^ Fo^^i.
Proof. From the above assumption that all of E, B, F satisfy the condition 
iAp^2p-z), there exists a fiber space (Fo, Po, Bo, Fo) as in Lemma (2.3), there 
exist homotopy equivalences hpy hp, hs, h's such that the following diagram is 








We denote by /o a map B o ^ ( E o l  o^o, Fo)->Fo associated to the given
fiber space (^ Eo, Po, Bq, Fq) in the sence of (3.2). The map : ^^B->S^(S^(Eq; 
o^o, Fq)) induces a map q': ^B->Q{E, Bq, F) such that q'{o)) (I)=He P^Et), where 
o)^I2By O ^ t ^ l  and pEt^^Eo is determined by pEt(s')=\^{^^(qo)S2(hs)^)(s')']ii) 
0 ^ 5 <  I. Therefore q'=hE^(qo)^(.h'B)j where He : S2(S2CEo ; o^o, Fq'))'^S2(E, Gq, F) is 
induced by the map He as above. By Lemma (3.1), p'^q^^l and so 
Hence QQi'^p'He^ Thi s implies that
P'q' ^  ^  I .
By Lemma (3.1) qp'— l. Thus we have q^qp'q' — q\ This implies 
/^J2(/z^)i2(/o)i^(/z^).
Since ^  : n{B, Fq)-^7c{^B, F) is an isomorphism, we conclude that / qH^  belongs 
to the image Now the proof is due to Lemmas (2.3), (3.3), (3.4), since
S^ ChB)'^ o^^ 2 = hF^ '^^ i implies q.e.d.
Owing to this theorem, we shall hereafter denote by (P (B, F, o') the equivalent 
class of the fiber spaces (E, p ,B ,F )  each of which is associated to the character­
istic class a.
C o r o l l a r y  ( 3 . 6 ) .  I f  B and F satisfy the condition ^Ap 2^p-z) for an integer 
p, then
^(P^B, F,a) = S>{QB, QF, a^) for ^ Q{a) .
C o r o l l a r y  ( 3 .  7 ) .  I f  B, B \  F, F' satisfy the condition {Ap^2p-^ for an integer 
p, and  ^i f  Hb^  B'-^ B, h p : Fq—> F  ^ are homotopy equivalences with Fo=i^“^(F) and 
Fq = Q~^{F'), then we have
(P(B, F, ^) = (P(B\ F \  h%hrtM) .
4. Exact sequences
Let (E, p, B, F) he B, fiber space such that B is ^-connected and F is r-con- 
nected. It is known [10] that if Z  is a space such that Kj(X)=O  for j '> g  + r + l  
then the sequence of the sets of homotopy classes
( 4 .1 )  7t(F,  X ) k{E, X) ^  7t(B,  Z )
is exact.
On the other hand, let (E, J5, F ) be a fiber space such that all of E, B, F 
satisfy the condition (^^,2^-3) for an integer r > 2 .  If we denote by ex. the 
characteristic class of the fiber space, then we have :
L e m m a  (4.2). The following sequence is exact for any space X
i^-^  '^b-:k 0^1'^
----- > n i X ,  F )  — ^  7t(X , Ti{X,  - 4 -  n { X ,  ----- >
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■ 7t(Z, F ) n{X, E) k(X, B) 7c{X, Po)
where k^ = S2^(k\ )) and
Proof. Since (E, p, B, F ) is equivalent to a principal fiber space {E, p, B, ^Fq) 
which is induced from the principal path fibering tti: LFo~>Fo by a representative 
map fo'.B-^Fo of the characteristic class the proof of this lemma is due to 
the results of [8 , pp. 282^3']. q.e.d.
L e m m a  (4.3). Let { E ,  p, B, F) he a fiber space such that B is q-connected, 
F is r -connected and the characteristic class of the fiber space (S2E, p^, S2B, S2F') 
is Then the following sequence is exact for any space X  such that Try(Z)=O for 
i> m in  (g + r - 1 , 2 g, 2 r) ;
k{QF, X )  X )  ^  7t{QB, X )
<— - tc{F, X )  <---- k{E, X )  7i {B, X )  .
Proof, Consider the fiber space (S2(E; eoy F^^tci, F, E) and the commutative 
diagram
7t{^E, X)  ^  7z{QB, X )  <----7t(F, Z )
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\ 
j t \ q^
/
7T(S2(E;eo,FXX)
where p' ,^ q  ^ are isomorphisms by Lemma (3.1). According to (4.1) we have 
that the upper row of this diagram is exact.
Consider the fiber space (i2(E; E, F), ttq, E, S^(E; eo, F)) and the commutative 
diagram
1^ >K
7z(JQB,X) <---- 7t(F,X) <----  tt(E ,X )
n{Q{E-,eo, F), X )  E, F),  Z )
where p' ,^ q ,^ nf are isomorphisms. According to (4.1) we have that the upper 
row of this diagram is exact.
Combine the exact sequences
7i(i2^F, X )  <r^ n{Q^E, X )  X}  s  = 0 ,  I ,
^a*
k{QE ,X)  < ^ i t ( . Q B ,X )  <----< F , X ) ,
i^
7t( S 2 B , X )  <— 7 t ( F ,Z )  <-----tz^ E . X ) ,
then we have Lemma (4.3). q.e.d.
Especially, if all of E,  B, F satisfy the condition (Ar, 2^-3) for an integer r > 2  
and if Z  is a space whose homotopy groups Try(Z) vanish for j > 2 r —3, then 
from Lemma (4. 3) we have:
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C o r o l l a r y  ( 4 . 4 ) .  The following sequence is exact:
TtiQF, X ) ^  TziQE, X )  X )
i^
<---- < F , X )
a *
■<Fo,X) ■r:(Eo,X) Pt n(Bo,X-)
where (Et,, Po, Bo, Po) is a fiber space as in Lemma (2.3), (3.5).
Assume that (E, p, B, F)  is a fiber space such that B, F  are q-, r-connected 
respectively, and that Z  is a space whose homotopy groups nj (X )  vanish for 
j y - 2 q —2. Under these assunaptions, we have a map
zQa) = : n(F, QX)  -> n{QB, QX)  n(,B, X )  .
This map will be called the generalized transgression homomorphism.
L e m m a  (4.5). Tf X  is a space whose homotopy type is K(JI,  «  + l) with 
l<C«<Cmin (2?—3, q + r) then the following diagram is commutative
H”i F ; n )
I
n(F, Q X )  -
H ”^ K E ,F - ,n )
zQa)
■H”^ KB-,n)  
< B,  X )
where ^  are the natural isomorphism 
Proof. Consider the diagram
n(P,QX)-
Jtf
^TtiQiE-, Co, F),  QX)
i
— » tz{QB, QX)
nt LI
Qi
- n{LB,Q B\LX ,Q X) .
L b
-n(B,X)n(E, F ; LX, QX)— *Tt{LE, Q{E; Co, P);  LX, QX) .
Le
■ tc(E, F ; X, Xo) ■
Here Vi*, « = 1 ,2 ,3 , are 1-1 onto by Lemma (2.2), and L b , L e are defined 
naturally. At first we shall prove that
L e -T^ i* =  r t f .
Let / :  (E; P, eo)-*(LX;  QX, *) be a map representing a class [ / ]  of n(E,P;  
LX, QX) .  Then jr f [ /]  are represented by g, h respectively, where
g, h : (LE, Q:E\ Co, P),  *) -> {LX, QX, * ) ,
g i p E ) ( t )  =  f i P E i t ) )  ( I )  ,
H(Pe)  i t )  =  f ( P E ( l ) ) ( t )  ,
for Pe € LE, O ^ t
Define a map Hsi (LE, Q (E ; eo, F ) , * )  ^  C.LX, S X ,* )  0 ^ s < l  by
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H s(Pe ) if) =
Then we have Ho=g, Hi==h; i.e. Ls-TTi^  =  Trf.
The commutativities of the other parts in the above diagram are proved 
easily from the definition; i.e.
TCa) -  •
Take X  a space whose homotopy type is K (IT, n + 1), and the lemma follows 
from the following commutative diagram
H«CF, 77)---- H ”-^KE, F ; H )  ^  ; 77)
- I  t)^ ^
TtiF, Q X ) n{E,F-, X, Xo) ^  7t{B, X )
q.e.d.
This lemma implies that t (^ o) is just the same as the usual transgression 
homomorphism of the cohomology groups in this case.
We note that the verification of the Lemma (4.3) implies directly;
C o ro lla ry  (4.6). Let (E, p, B, F )  he a fiher space such that B, F  are q-, r- 
connected respectively, and let he the characteristic class o f  the fiher space 
(S2E, p^, B, S2F), Then the following sequence is exact fo r any space X  whose 
homotopy groups T ij(X ) vanish for ;> m in  (2q—2, q ^ r  — 1, 2r)
1^ ->K 1 ^ ^
tz(2F, X )  <---- tz(^E, X )  ^  ti(^B, X )  <----- n(F, X )  ^—
tz(E, X )  ^  k (B, X )  k (F, Q X ) <----Tt(E, S2X) ^
T (^ (X)
7t(B, S2X) ^  Q2X) <--------.
5. Poly-fiber spaces
Let (E, p, B, F ) ,  (E ', p\ E, F ')  be two fiber spaces such that all of E, B, F, 
E', F ', satisfy the condition (^r,2r-s) for an integer r > 2 .  We shall denote by 
CL, T the characteristic classes of the above fiber spaces respectively.
/// ;///
F ' ----- > F'^----- > E^
f  .
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In the above diagram, p p ' \ E ' —>B is also a fiber mapping. We denote 
{pp')~^(bo) by F'\  Since F'=p'~^{^e^d(^ppy~^(lj^ there is the inclusion mappings 
i'\ i'" such that = Denote p'\F" by p", Then we have:
L e m m a  (5.2). {F", p",F,F'^ is also a fiber space whose characteristic class
ZS
Proof, From the facts p"{F") d p \ E ' )  = E and pp'\F"')=pp\i'"F"')-= [h] 
have p"(JF"^ciF, Conversely let e' be such an element that p \e ' ) d F ,  then 
we have e'^F" since p {p \e ' )^ = h  and p'XF")=^F, Hence {F'\ p'\ F, F') is a 
sub-fibering of {E \ p \  E, F'), From the definition of FO it is easily
verified that the characteristic class of the fiber space (S2F'\ ^ip"'), ^F, S2F') is 
This implies that the characteristic class of the fiber space {F'\ p'\ 
F, FO is z*r. q.e.d.
If we denote by 0 the characteristic class of the fiber space (E \  pp\ B, F'') 
then we have:
L e m m a  (5.3). = P'^^^^^Ki^^^T-
Namely the following diagram is commutative up to homotopy
where F ^  = Q-KF^^O, 2 = 0,1,2.
Proof, It is sufficient to prove that pl' 0^ = '^ oL, = where X  /^5, Y are 
^{d) ,  i2(i9), ^ (r)  respectively.
Let (T7; Wo, Wo) be a CT7-triad and the one of h: { W ; Wq, Wq)-^(LB; 
g: (LB; QB, >h)->(T7; Wo,Wq) be a homotopy inverse of the other. Consider the 
map H \ W y.I->B  such that h'(w, t')=h{w'){t). In view of the covering homotopy 
property there exist mappings F : PTx/->E, W : WxI-^E' such that ph'-=h\ p'h'-^h' 
and F  ( (O)' ^2(^ 0 X /) =^o, h' {Wx(ff)^Wo^I) = eQ, Then we have two mappings 
q: {LB, QB, *) -  {LE, Q(E; eo, F), h<), g: (LB, QB, *) -  {LE\ Q{E'\ ei, F ^ ,  *) 
such as qipB)(t')=h\g^pB),t), q { p =TiXgipb), t) for p b ^LB, O ^ ^ ^ L  From 
Lemma (3.2) we have ^a^n^q\QB, ^^^niq\QB, and hence p%^ fi = ^ oL since q = L{p')q,
Let (^V\ Vi, Vq, Vq) be a CIF-tetrad and the one oi H, G \
H
( F ;  F i ,  7o, Vq) : ^  ( L E ;  Q ( E ;  Cq, F ) ,  QE,  *) ,
be a homotopy inverse of the other whose existence are due to the Theorem 3 
of [5]. Consider the map H': V xI-^E  such that H \v, t) = HQv) (t), By the
covering homotopy property there exists a mapping such that
and ^ " (F x  (O) . Then we have a mapping Q : {LE, S2(E; Gq, F \
e'o, F " ) ,Q (E ' :  e'o,F'),*) such as Q{pE){t')=H\GiPE),t ')  for 
Pe ^LE,  O ^ l .  From the Lemma (3.2) we have And since
L(p')Q(PB)(.t)=p'R'CG(.PB),t)=HXG(pE),t)=HGCPE')Ct) we have U p O Q ^ id en ti ty  
map. Hence there exists a homotopy qL(ip) — l  — L{p')Q, namely there exists a 
map Hq \ S2(E; e^ , F ) x l x l - > E  such that
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Ho^ Pe , t, s) =
(gUp)pE)(s) if t = 0,  
(L(POQpe)(S) if t = l ,  
Wo if 5 = O .
In view of the covering homotopy property we have a map H q : V i x lx l - ^  E' 
lifting the composition map (HWi) x Ix  I such that
(qL(p)(H(v)))(s) if f = 0,
f f o ( V y  t ,  S )  = ( Q ( H ( V ) ) ) ( S )  if
C o  i f  S  = O .
Hence, we have a map Hi'. QExI-^F'' such that
Hi(p e , t) = Ho(G(pe), t, I) PEe S2E, O
This implies that nig^p — i '^niQ since HG —I; i.e. =  q.e.d.
We shall call the poly-fiber space such a system as in (5.1).
Lemma (5. 4). Let (S= (E, p, By F), W'= (F'\ p'\ F, F') be two fiber spaces such 
that all of E, F, F \  F'' satisfy the condition (Ar^2r-z) for an integer r > 2  and 
having the characteristic classes a 2 respectively. Then there exists a poly-fiber 
space (5.1) up to equivalence, i f  and only i f
= O where = Q(a^  .
Proof. If there exists a poly-fiber space (5.1), we denote by i9 the characte- 
j ’istic class of (E \  pp\ B, F''), Then /^5 = 0 by Lemmas
(3.2) and (5.3).
Conversely, if = =0, from the Corollary (4.4) there exists a class
Ten(E, Fo) such that /^(r)= < ^ 2  where F q=Q~'^(F'). Hence we have a space 
E'(j) € (?(E, F \  T) and a poly-fiber space
F' — > F''(:{) — > E \ r )
P"(r) P \r )
F ----------> E
B
where F"(T)=pXr)-^Fe (P(F, F \  a,) ; i.e. (F '\r),  P'\T), F, F ^ ^ W '.  q.e.d.
For the future convenience we shall state another proof of sufficiency: If 
=0, then there exists a class F'O such that =
since the following sequence is exact by Lemma (4. 2).
KQB,  FO F") ti{QB, F) ^  k {QB, F'o) .
Hence we have a space E'(fi)  ^(P(B, where Namely if /  is a
representative map of ]9, then we have
= {(b,p^O\beB,p'^eLF^\f(b) =?TiCo-)} ,
where { F q, Po  ^Fo, Fo)  is a fiber space associated to the given fiber space { F " , p ' \  
F, jPO in the sence of Theorem (3, 5). We define the principal fiber space by
™  p ' i m  = ?TiCo)}
and the maps p'(S) : E'{ff)^E(S). P^&): E{&)-^B by
pX&)(b,  f>") =  (b, L ( K ) ( Z O ) ,  P(b,  p)  =  b .
Since i>o*(i3)=^i, (^(/5), />(/9), B, by Theorem (3.5). It is easily seen
that p'i^'): EXfi) -^E(P) is a fiber map with fiber {(&o, ^^F q} which is
homotopy equivalent to F \  Namely we have the desired poly-fiber space
 ^ £2F^  ^ ■— > E'W)
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h
i2(K)
mF <---- QF, ^  E m
B
L e m m a  ( 5 . 5 ) .  Under the same conditions above, there exists one to one corres­
pondence among (I) the strongly homotopy types o f  E \  (2) the classes /3 or 7t{B, F o'), 
and ( 3 )  the classes T or n(iE,Fo),
Proof, (l)<->(2) and ( l)< -> (3 )  are obvious from the Theorem (3 . 5 ) .  W eshall 
give here the direct correspondence of (2) <->(3).
Denote by h: F ' \ t )  ~^ F'  ^ QFo the homotopy equivalence and by 0' the 
characteristic class of the fiber space (E'(T), PP'Qf), B, F'\T)^. Then according 
to Corollary ( 3 . 7 )  we have (P^B, F^^T), n  =  (P(B, QFi\ h^0O- Namely, if we 
denote A*/3'' by /3(r) we have E^(J) F'\ i9(r)).
Similary, if we denote by h': E-^ E(^) the homotopy equivalence and by f  
the characteristic class of the fiber space (E'(/3), p'W), E(^), QFo), then we 
have (P(EW), QF'o, rO = (P(^, F \ h'^t^. Namely E\&) € (9{E, F' r(/5)) if we 
denote by r(/5). In the above two diagram we have f'Qn=P"*h, i{f) =
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2 * ( r ( « )  =  =  ^ 2 .
Therefore the desired correspondence is given by /5->r(i5). q.e.d.
6. Lifting problems—Secondary operations
Let X be a space. We shall consider the lifting problem of the map / i : X-^B 
where B is the base space of a poly-fiber space
— > F^ ' — >
P'
B
By <^1, 0 2^ , i3, T we mean the characteristic classes of the fiber spaces {E, p, B, F), 
{F'\ p'\ F, FO {E \ PP', B, F"), {E \ p \  E, FO respectively. In view of Lemma
(4.2), there exists a map f z iX -^ E  with i>> [^/2] = [ / i ]  if and only if ^i>k[/i] = 0; 
C/ i]  is called the first obstructions.
If [ / i ] ^ 7t(X, B) satisfies i^>{<[/i] = 0, [ / J  is >^>!<[/2] for a class [ / 2] € 7t(X, E). 
LfQ^TtCX.E') is pelfs'] for a class [ / 3 ] 6 7t(X, £:") if and only if r>f<[/2] = 0 , by 
Lemma (4.2). The condition for existency of such f 2 ^P^^Lfi'] for a given map 
/ 1  is that there exists / 3  such that Lfil=P:^P^lfsl, namely
(6 . L I)  if f 2 ^Pi^Lfil, then r>k[/2] belongs to the ,
(6 . L 2) f e [ / J  = 0.
From the condition (6 .1.1) we can define a secondary operation
0: 7r(X, B) r^'^ev ---- > 7t(Z, F^)M>f<7r(Z, F)
such that the coset contains Namely, (^[/i] = 0 if and only if [ / J





^ - K P " h <  
< X , F , )  ,
then by Lemma (5.3) this diagram is commutative. Since <^i5f^[/i] = 0, 
belongs to the Kev By the exactness of the sequence
7t (X,  F )  n ( X ,  Fl>) ■ ^  TiCX, F ' ^ ) n { X ,  F „ )
there exists an isomorphisni
J: Coker ^  ^
From the commutativity of the diagram (6.2) we can define ^ [ / i ]  as 
It is obvious from our definitions that
(6.3.1) (2)[/i] = 0 if and only if f e [ / J  = 0,
(6.3.2) is represented by r ,
(6.3.3) 0 is natural: i.e. if g: Y ^ X  is a map and [ / ] € 7t(X, J5)r-»Ker 
then 0 \_fg~\=g^'0 \_ f \  where
7t(Z, F^)M^7t(X, F ) ->7t(F, F'oya,^^(Y, F) .
Lemma (6.4). Let (S= (E, p, B, F) be a fiber space. I f  [ / i] ,  E) r\
Yiev 0 .1  ^ then
Here o denote the group multiplications of  7t( , ), which are same to the multiplica­
tions induced by the loop structures of ^ =  , (Lemma 2.3).
Proof. If [/]€7 t(X , ^) satisfies the condition oL^ -^ \_f~\ = Oy there exists a map­
ping g : X —>E such that Pg=f  Hence 0 l f l  = 0lpg'] = g^^-0lp'] = g' {^T} by (6.3.2) 
and (6.3.3). If p g i= f= p g 2 then there exists a mapping h \X -> F  such that 
= We have and so g -^y is uniquely
determined as the coset of Image. If [ / i] ,  [ / 2] € 7t(X, 5) r^Ker there 
exist mappings gi, g2 '. X -^E  such that Pgi=f i ,  2 = 1,2. Then
W i W 2l)  = 0 {igiog,)^lpD =  (^io^,)*^M
= igi^g2)^{r) = g t{r )^ g 2 {y} =
q.e.d.
Summarizing the results of (5.4), (5.5), (6.3), (6.4) we have:
Theorem  (6.5). The relation <^2*^ i^ = 0 induces a secondary operation
 ^ 0 : 7t(X, 5) r.Ker ----> 7t(X, F'^^/a,^n{X, F) ,
and it is determined uniquely mod primary operations associated to 7r(5, Fg)*
Proof, It is obvious that the secondary operation 0 is uniquely determined 
by the strongly homotopy type of E \  namely by the class j9 or by the class y, 
Here T is determined for the class 0^2 such as /*"/=^2 , namely 7  is uniquely 
determined mod p'^n(By Po), Fix an element T and construct a poly-fiber space
(5.1), then we have a secondary operation 0 ( t) as in Lemma (6.4). Let 
Po) be a class and T' be a class y^p^a. Then we have
<D(:nin = g*  {/"} = g*{7°p*a) = = ® (r)[/]°a* C /]
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where f , g  are the same as in the proof of Lemma (6.4). This show that {( (^rO) 
are uniquely determined mod primary operations , q.e.d.
By ^i) we mean a class of secondary operations which are determined
in the sence of Theorem (6.5) by the given relation ^2-^^1 = 0. Also, we shall 
denote by 0^, the secondary operations determined by the class {^ T) j (“V) 
respectively if the conditions for dimension are satisfied, where and
-^r=^-Kr)-
For example let B = K{Z2 , n), F = F ' =  KiZ^, n), a^  = = SqK*) ^ ^ 8 ,  then
ISq^ ) is the Bockstein operation ^  where modulous is zero. We shall 
denote 0(^ Sq^ , Sq^ ) by 0 qo for any integer n.
Let B = KiZ^, n), F = K (Z 2 , n + l \  F' = K{Z 2 , n + 2 \  a, = Sq^xSq^
0 2^ = Sq^ oSq^ , then 0(Sq^oSq ,^ Sq^x Sq^ ) is the Adem operation [2], where modulous 
is zero. We shall denote this operation by 0n-
L e m m a  ( 6 . 6 ) .  0 (0 2^ , a^)a  ^= 0 (a2 , a^d), a^ 0 {a2 , a ^ ^ 0 {aa 2 , /^ 1), where 
oi^Tz{B, B') and a^7z(^FQ, satisfy the conditions for dimension [3].
Proof. Let  ^ {B, F be a class such that Then we have
This implies that we may chose as the characteristic class 
of pp\ B, F^O where E' is the total space of poly-fiber space associated with 
the relation Thus the first part of the lemma is trivial by Lemmas
(5.4), (5.5), (6.5).
Let F" € (P (F, F \  0L2) be a principal fiber space induced from the principal 
path-fiber space (LFo, tti, Fo, ^F^). Let F"^(9(.F, F', aa 2  ^ be a principal fiber 
space induced from the principal path-fiber space (LF 0 , Fq, ^Fq), Then there 
exists natural mapping F"—>F" such that Pf'') = (o)f, L{a')pp'') where
o)f ^F, Pf'^ L F q and L(^) : LFq-^LFq is induced by a. This implies that we 
may choose <^ /^3 as the characteristic class of pp\ B, F"0 where E' is the 
total space of poly-fiber space associated with the relation = Now the
second part of the lemma is obvious since the following diagram is commutative
n{X, F'o) 7i{X, F'^ ')
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a*
;r(x, F^) k(X, F'oO .
q.e.d.
L e m m a  (6.7). I f  a -^ a^2 -^ a^  = 0 then 0{a^^a2, a 2 ~^ a^  : Yiex^a^
Coker 0 :3 , where a^^  =  QQ-a{) [3 ].
(*) Here Sq^ is the homotopy class of the map / :  K{ Z2y n ) K( Z 2y n + i) / =  d e g / such that
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Proof. Let (Fi, B, F^, (E,, p,, F ,^ F )^, (Es, A ,  F2, Fs), (E[, p{, QB, F,) 
and {E'2, p2, Q Fi,FD  be fiber-spaces associated with given classes a^ , a^ , 
and 3^ ^ 2^ respectively.
F s ----- > F s ----- > F i  Fs ----- > E  ^ ----- > F2
F2 ---->F1 i^Fi---->QEi
QB QB
There exists a natural mapping az: QEi-^Ei such that ^2l‘^ Fi=^^2. If [ / ]^  
n(X,QB') satisfies the condition = then there exists a class LgiJi^Tc(X, QEi)
such that Q(.pd^[_gi'] = {,f~]. Let T2 be the characteristic class associated to the 
poly-fiber space F i : which induces the operation ; i.e. /21^ /'2=^ 3- Since
2^/1=/21 ^ 2^ we may choose 2^*^ 2 as the characteristic class associated to the poly­
fiber space E2 which induces the operation 0(a^ ' a^2,
W  ^
I - .
K  J i l .  £ i  f .
Since i i^^ (^ 2>i<[^ i]) = [ / ] ,  0 {oLs,az^ oL^  can be represented by {pL2'^ gD^ l2- Now the 
proof is due to the fact that (^ 2>f<^ i)*/'2=«§'i (^ *"/2) = ^ i 'A. q.e.d.
L e m m a  ( 6 . 8 ) .  I f  =  0 / = 1 , 2 ,  then
(^(0^210^22, ^ 11X ^ 12) =  ^(^21, <^1i)°^(^22, ^ 12) I
Ker OIii^Ker 1^2 -— > 7r( , F'q) / Im o:2i^Im 3^^22 [3] .
Proof. Let (F/, pi, B, Fi), (F f, p'l, Fi, F ')  be fiber spaces associated with 
the given classes ^i/, 2^* /=1,2 respectively.
F ' ----> F 'i x F 'i ----> F ( XF^
F1XF2 --- > F i XF2
B
If [/]€ 7t(X , 5 ) satisfies the conditions ^n>k[/]=0, <a^ i2>k[/] = 0, then there exists 
a class €7t(X, F/) such that A * [^ J  = [/ ] .  Since ^2r^ i^/ = 0, there exists poly­
fiber spaces Ei each of which induces the operation Oia^i, respectively /=1,2 ; 
i.e. if we denote by the characteristic classes of {E'i, p i, Ei, F ') /= 1, 2, 
0(oL2i, ^uOC/] is represented by gt^i /=1,2 respectively.
On the other hand, (^ (<a^ 2i°^ 22, ^uX^i2)[/] is represented by (^iX^2)*("A°72)-
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Then the proof follows from that (^ iX ^ 2 )*C / 'i°/ '2 )  =^i q.e.d.
For examples, Sq^ Qn = Q(iSq^ Sq^ oSq^ Sq^ , Sq^xSq )^=0{_q^Sq ,^ Sq )^=Sq^ 0QQ, and if 
we denote 0 (iSq^ oSq‘^ Sq^ S^q^ , Sq^  x Sq"^  x Sq^ ) by 0q2 then Sq^ 002 = (.Sq^ Sq^ oSq^ Sq^ Sq^ ° 
Sq^ Sq\ Sq^  X Sq^  X Sq^ ) =  0 (Sq^ Sq^ o (Sq^ Sq^ Sq^  +  Sq^Sq )^, Sq^  X Sq )^ =  0 (Sq^ Sq^ o Sq^ Sq^ , Sq^  
X Sq^ ) +  0 (Sq^ Sq^ , Sq'^ ') =  Sq^ 0n +  Sq^ 0oo.
Thus we have:
(6.9.1) Sq^ 0 ii = Sq^ 0oo mod primary operations [ I ] ,
(6. 9. 2) Sq^ 0o2 = Sq^ 0n + %^oo.
Lemma (6.10). Let g : Y-^X be a map. I f  [ / ]  6 7t(X, B) satisfies the conditions 
^ i* [/ ] = 0, ^ * [/ ] = 0, then g^0 {ot2, ^ i)[/ ] = ^ 2>f<^ig[/] where is the functional 
operation associated with the following commutative diagram
n(X, F ) n(X, E ) t:(X , B) n(X, Fo)
g*
t* P*
Proof. Let [ / ]  be a class of n{X, B) ^ Ker « i * n Ker g*. Then from the 
commutativity and naturality of the diagram (6.2) we have
g*0{a^, «i)[/] = g*{r*Lfl} = {7*g*Uh} = {o 2^*h '~g*U1)
where [/ ]  € n{X, £ )  is a class such that ^*[/ ]  = [ / ]  and the existency of 
g*U l^T^(Y , F ) is due to that P *(.g *U l) = g '^ ip*U J) == g * L f l = ^ • Since 
























where all spaces satisfy the condition (Ar, 2^ -3) for an integer r> 2 , (F^ p\ B, Y i), 
(Y^ p\ Y\ YD, (F^  p\ F^ F i), -  are fiber spaces. We denote inductively 
(P l- iP t\ -p Z - i )-^  (*t^\) by F?, 0 < n ^ m , where FS= F ”, F “ = 5 and
is the base point of F «-i. It is easily seen similarly as in §5 that
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(7.2.1) ( Y^, - P Z  YL  Y7^,)
is a fiber space and, we denote its characteristic class by a(m,k,n), my>k^n.
(7.2.2). The following diagram is commutative up to homotopy
m > j > k ^ n ,  where p = p i * ' - p i ,  pi> =  Q -\p {X\ -P7^i )  and F „= i2 -'(y ).
(7.2.3). Let the following systems (I), (2) be as above. Then there exists a 
system (3) as above, if and only if oL{m,k,k')-'^a,(k,k—l , i ) = 0  where Q {a).















We shall refer such a system (3) as also a poly-fiber space.
Now, we shall consider the lifting problems of the map f i ' .X  — B where B 
is the base space of a poly-fiber space (7.1).
I f  C/i] S^(X-B) satisfies the conditions «(1, 0, 0 )* [/ i] = 0, «(2, 0, O)*[/J = O 
(i.e. @(«(2,1, I), «(1 , 0, 0 ))[/ i] = 0), [/ i] is representable by for a
class [/3]€7t(X, Y^). The third obstruction for that [/ i] can be represented by 
Cp^ p^ p' )^it-.lfi] for a class is the class «(3 ,0 ,0 )*[/J. Consider the
diagram
TtiX, Y i )  n{X, Y D
Ph
^ ( X , Y D -
n(X, Ylo)
2 «(3,1,0)>k
•7:(X:F0^ ^ ^ 0 ) *







Ttd, F i o ) ^ ^ (X  F!o)
_ ____ ^n {X ,  Fio)^
By (7.2.2) this diagram is commutative. Since «(2, 0, O)* [/ J  = O «(3, 0, 0 )*[/ i] 
belongs to the Ker ^ fo*. From the exactness of the sequence
?T(X F|)
«(3,2,1)*
JT(X Fio) Pl^ n*I  71(X, Ffo)
we have an isomorphism
7: (;r(X, Fio)/Im«(3,2,2)>K) / Im® ^  Ker ^ |o*
as follows, where (^  =  (^(^(3,2,2), ^ (2 ,1 ,1 )); Let [^ ]  be a class of 7t(X, F f). 
Then ^(3, 2, l)>i^[^] represents a class 0(/?f>f^[^]) € Coker i^^ (3, 2, 2)^. Thus we 
have i as the composition of the isomorphisms.
Coker 2, 2)>i</Im 0 ^  Coker 2, ^  Ker plo^ .
We denote by Coker 0 the quotient group Coker cz(3, 2, 2)>j^ /Im 0. Define the 
third operation
W : Ker ^ (^ (2 ,1 ,1 ), 0, O)) — > Coker 0(a (3, 2, 2), o^(2,1,1))
by r [/ J = 7 -^ < 3 ,
It is easily seen similarly as in § 6 that:
(7. 3.1) W i n  = O if and only if ^(3, 0, 0 )^ [/ ] =  0,
(7. 3. 2) Wlp^p^l is represented by o;(3, 2, 0) ,
(7.3.3) W is natural: i.e. if g : Y - > X  is a map and [/ ]€7 t(X , -B)o 
Ker0 (a (2 , I, I ), 0, O)), then Wlfg~]=g^^Wlf], where
(7t(X, F io )/ Im <3,2 ,2 )^ ) / lm 0  (7t(F, F io)/Im < 3 , 2, 2)>^ ) / lm 0 ,
0 =  0(a(3, 2,2), < 2 , I, I ) ) .
(7.3.4) W d M f . J )  = W lM o W l f , ]  (see Lemma (6 .4 )).
T h e o r e m  (7. 4). I f  either the relations a(3, 2, 2)^ ^0(^(2, I, I ) ,  0, O)) =  O 
or 0(a(3, 2, 2), ^(2, I, 1))-^^(1, 0, 0)^ = 0 is satisfied, there exists a third operation W 
as above, and it is determined uniquely mod secondary operations.
Proof. It is obvious that the third operation W is uniquely determined by 
the equivalent class of (F ^  p^ p^ p^ , B, F f) namely by the class a(3, 0, 0) or by 
the class ^(3, 2, 0).
We assume that a(3, 2, 2')-^0{a(2, I, I ), 0, O)) =0. This relation implies 
that ol(3, 2, 2) ^a(2, I, 0) =0, and so by Lemma (5. 4) there exists a poly-fiber space :
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F i ----> F i ------ > F^
F i ------ > F"
i^
F l -^  F^.
The characteristic class ^(3, 2, 0) of the fiber space (F ^  p', F^ F i) is uniquely 
determined mod P^^tt(Y\ F|o) since i^^a(3, 3, 0) =  ^^ (3, 2, 2). F ix an element 
a (3, 2, 0) and construct a poly-fiber space as above.
Let «^€7t(F ^  Fio) be a class and ^ (^3, 2, 0) be a class ^(3, 2,
Then we have W C a ') l f ]  =  f^^{a'} =f^{aop^^a} = f ^{ a}  of^{p^^^a} =  W ( a ) l f ] o 0 l f ]  
where [ / ]  €7t(X, 5 ) r^Ker < 2 ,0 ,0)>f<, f : X-^Y^ is a map such that ( P Y ) ^ l H  = I f ]
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and is a secondary operation <^(1,0,0)) associated to the poly-fiber space
Y l ----> F ----> E
\ p
B
(The characteristic classes of {E, p , Y \ Y l ) ,  F i) are ^,<^(1,0,0) re­
spectively).
Hence W is uniquely determined mod secondary operations whose type is 
0, O)).
We assume that (^(^^(3,2,2), a (2 ,1,1)) 0 ,0))>k = 0. This relation implies 
that ^^(3,1,1) 0,0) =0, and so by Lemma (5.4) there exists a poly-fiber space :
Y l - ^  Y l -— ^  Y  ^
\p" \p' 
Yl  ---- > y i
. f  
B .
The characteristic class ff(3, 0, 0) of the fiber space (F^, p^p', B, Yi )  is uniquely 
determined mod P*n(B, Ylo)  since p " * s(3 ,0,0) =«(1,0,0). Fix an element s (3 ,0,0) 
and construct a poly-fiber space as above.
Let a^n( B,  Fio) be a class and «'(3, 0, 0) be a class a  (3, 0, 0)o?^*a.
Then we have
( « ' ) [ / ]  =  =J-KcZoP* a ) * i n  = 7 ^ > a * [ / ] o 7 - '/ ^ > K « [ / ]  =  r ( a ) [ / ] o ® [ / ]
where [ / ]  €;r(Z, B) oK er «(2, 0, O)* and © is a secondary operation ©(«(3,2,2), 
^ 20*«) associated to the poly-fiber space
F i ----  ^ F i ----> E'
„/>1 \ p '  
F i — > E
B
.(The characteristic classes of {E', pp', B, F i), (F i ,  p \,  F i ,  F i) are « ,« (3 ,2 ,2 ) 
respectively).
Hence W is uniquely determined mod secondary operations whose type is 
®(«(3, 2, 2), />io*«). q.e.d.
T h e o r e m  (7.5). Let W be a third operation associated with the relation «'(5=0.
Let g : Y -^ X  be a map. I f  {_ f]^Tc{X ,B ) satisfies the conditions ^^ [/ ] =  0, =
then g^^W lf] =  a^0g lf~ ] mod where §g is the functional operations asso­
ciated with the follow ing commutative diagram
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7t(Z, F i)/Im  1^ 2^  7t(Z, F^) 7t(Z, 5) r^Ker — >
TtiY, T i)/Im '« 2* niY , F") 5) ^ Ker «i* .
Here ^ =  =  0, 0), 0 :2 =  a;(2, I, I ) ,  a:=a:(3, 2, 2), and we use the same
notations as above.
Proof. Let [ / ]  be a class of n{X, B ) ^ g' .^ Then we have
g * W i n  =  2. 0 )*[7]} =  {«(3, 2, 0 ) *^ * [ / ] }  =  {«(3, 2, 2)^Jtg*U 1}
where [7]€7t(X, Y^)  is a class such that (i>'^")si<[7] =  0. Since «*'g '*[7] represents 
the coset ^ g l f  I  and =  we have =  mod Ima-^g^-. q.e.d.
We may continue these considerations about higher poly-fiber spaces; and 
we have some higher operations similarly as above.
8. Applications
We denote by t] the essential map: for any m ^ 2 . Let n be an
in teger^ ? . X = S ^ ^ w h e r e  e"^ ^^  is attached to S'" by the composition map 
W he 2, third operation associated to the relation Sq^0 Q2^Sq^0 n 
+ S^ ^^ o^o^ O (6 .9 .2 ). We denote the generators o f H ^(X, tt^X, n '))'),
H^'^^iX, Z 2) by S^ , respectively. Then we h ave :
T h eo rem  (8 .1 ). W(s '^) = e^ '^ \
Proof. Since Sq' (^s^) =  0, Sq^  =  S^^(5^)=0, we can define <^ 0 2( 5 ^), (*^ )^, 
0qq( s^). By the conditions for dimension it is obvious that ^ 1 1 ( 5 ^) =0,
Also 0o2is^)=O (see Lemma (8 .2 )). Thus we can define WQs^).
Let where is attached to S^+  ^j^y ^^
where e^ ^^  is attached to S'" by the composition map S'"'^^->S'". W e denote 
the generators o f Lf^+^(F), H^-^KY), H ^ (V ), by e^ -^ \ s ,^ e^ -^  ^ re­
spectively, where H ^i ) = F * (  , Z 2). Then it is known [2 ] that 0nis'^') =  e'^ ’^ .^ 
Let F -> X  be a map such that g\S^'^‘^ =7j’7i; we denote by /, /, j  the map 
and the inclusion maps S^'^^->Y respectively.
s« J L  s«+2 
i
X  Y
If we denote by C the mapping cylinder of / ,  it is easily seen that (C,
^ for any m > l .  Thus we have n^fCs^ o) =So'^^  where 5^ +^  are the 
generators of respectively.
From naturality of the functional operations we have since
and i* is isomorphisms. By the 
conditions for dimension, it is obvious that 0 oog(s '^)=O, 0 o2g(s^)=O,
Hence by Theorem (7.5) we have g^W(s^) = Sq20ng(s '^) = Sg (^s '^ 2^')=e '^ \^ This 
implies F(5^) since q.e.d.
We denote by the suspension of the Hopf map S’^ ->S\ Xi=
S i X J where is attached to Si by X 2 = S2 ^ ep '\  where €2 ^^  is attached 
to Sg by 6 1 .^ We denote the generators of H^iXi, Z2), H^^\Xi, Z2) by Si, e T \
2 = 1,2, respectively. Then we have:
Lemma (8. 2) (^ 02(^2) = , (^ ozCs^ ) = O.
Proof, Since Sg^(Sg)=O, Sg^C^D^O, Sg^(Sg)=O, we can define <2^ 02(52).
Let g: X i—>X2 be a map such that ^ISJ: S i—>Sg (degree 6). Similarly as in 
the proof of Theorem (8.1) we have
g^^.2^st) = Sq^-Sq\ist) + Sq^ Sq^ • Sq\(^st) ^ Sq *^Sq\(^sl)
= Sq^-Sq\(s^) = SqKsr) =
This implies (^ 02(^2) = ^ 2"^ ^
Let g": X i-^ X  he a map such that g'lS'i: Si->S^ (degree 12). It is obvious 
that Sq^ gf Cs^)= 0 , then
^ 02(5 '') = O since 1 2 v = , q.e.d.
(Added in proof) See 579-36: M. Mahowald; On obstructions to extending 
a maps, Notices, Amer. Math. Soc., Vol. 8 (1961) p. 241.
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